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London Trip 2022 – Third diary entry
After having survived the second night in the admittedly gruesome hotel, we awoke with the hope
that everything that happened so far was nothing but a fever dream (or at least we did). However,
as soon as went to the dining hall to eat breakfast, it became quickly apparent that, in fact, we
were not hallucinating. After all, who doesn’t know the typical British breakfast consisting of a few
slices of toast, some half-way molten butter and one or two slices of cheese?
Oh well, it was not as if we planned to spend the entire day in the hotel anyway. We had
aspirations! We wanted to experience something! And so we departed, mind set to visit the
Natural History Museum and its renowned exhibitions.
Or at least that is what we would normally write now, but sadly, our departure was delayed by
some rather unreliable people (definitely not Andrew and Yuriy). Despite these difficulties,
however, we prevailed – at long last, we finally did reach our destination.
As soon as we left the station (Leicester Square), the
first impression made by the majestic queue took us
aback – the mere length of it required considerable
time and effort to process. Luckily, amidst the
processing, it appears that we fell victim to an
excellently executed visual illusion as there were
several seperate queues for different kinds of visitors
that only conjoined on first glance.
And even then, the time it took for the staff to
deal with the queue was notably short, drastically
reducing our waiting time. Overall, entry checks were
pleasant, with the staff being kind and helpful.
Once inside, it soon became clear that the museum more than deserved the renown it has
accumulated over the years. The museum’s exhibits range from Hominini skulls and fossils (seen
below), animal tusks/canines, various gemstones (especially noteworthy is the museum’s so-called
“Pain collection”) and minerals (including radioactive ones) to various digital depictions of the
planets orbiting our sun – some exhibits can even be freely touched!
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Those overly excited at the prospect of rocks and minerals will also be left overjoyed by the fact
that this museum comes with its own merchandise store stocking all kinds of products. An
opportunity that cannot and should not be ignored - At least one of us is now a stone egg’s proud
owner! All in all, the museum offered more than enough interesting sights and exhibits for us to
enjoy ourselves to the fullest, though our enjoyment was cut short by our limited time.
Nevertheless, the visit surely proved more enjoyable than some might have thought at first.
With quite some time to spare, we decided to
proceed with our planned trip to Hyde Park. It
has to be noted that our teachers were finally
able to boost their confidence in their
navigation skills as they succeeded in guiding us
to the entrance without fail. The park’s size
allowed for nice, lengthy walks, with the wild
goose and beautiful swans (it was only by sheer
luck that we were able to escape their wrath)
living there making great companions. At the
end of the central pond going by the name of
“The serpentine” (very creatively named) is a
café that maintains its monopoly of (expensive)
sandwiches, tea, etc., where some of us also
grabbed a snack. Afterwards, we split up and
enjoyed ourselves individually for an hour by
taking a stroll around the park or just generally
enjoying the scenery. Concluding our stay at
Hyde Park, the group once again took to
splitting up, with some heading to Oxford
Street for some additional shopping and visiting
Westminster Palace, for example.
As for us? We’re just writing this diary entry. It’s taking awfully long, but we’re coming along.
But that is neither here or there. Let’s continue!
So, after rather quick discussion, we chose an
Italian restaurant called “Al – Forno”. The prices
were acceptable, if not good for London standards,
and the dishes were all in all quite enjoyable, but
there were some exceptions, such as the risotto.
Not really living up to its name, the dish’s taste
rivalled that of salty water, leaving some of us
surprised at the notion of such a simple dish
having been “messed up” so heavily.
Subsequently, some chose to make themselves comfortable in their room, whereas others stayed
outside to further explore the city. As usual, everybody returned to their rooms by 10 PM and
completed their daily rituals. In due time, everybody went to sleep in hopes of witnessing yet
another exciting day.
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After a “delicious and scrumptious” breakfast we went to Tate Modern. We crossed the
Millennium Bridge in pouring rain and discovered that some pieces of gum stuck to the bridge
were painted because a couple of artists decided they wanted to make the gum pieces on the
bridge nice to look at. As usual when we got to the museum, we split into smaller groups to
be able to enjoy the museum on our own.

We enjoyed looking at the many pieces of art that were sometimes quite difficult to
understand because they were so extraordinary. In the gallery we discovered a shop with
small souvenirs that was rather entertaining. As soon as we met back up after two hours at
the museum, we walked back over the Millennium Bridge to St. Pauls Cathedral. We had the
opportunity to have some free time until we had to meet back up to go to the Globe Theatre
so we were told it would be a good idea to walk around the cathedral. It was worth it. The
architecture is unbelievably beautiful.
But we soon realized we were starving. So, our small group decided to make a quick stop at
the one and only McDonalds. After fuelling up with delicious food we headed back over the
Millennium Bridge to go to the Globe Theatre.

Our tickets however only allowed us to stand during the play. The play we had the pleasure of
watching was “King Lear”. The group consisting of Sienna, Anton, Amy, Peter, Luisa, Helene,
and Lara decided to leave after 45 minutes because it was quite exhausting standing there
and we´d already experienced much of the given atmosphere. The other students Andrew and
Yuriy as well as our respected leaders Mrs. Wolf and Mrs. Schorr stayed to watch the play a
little longer. Thus, we took some more time to discover the city in our small groups which was
absolutely wonderful. At exactly 5:15 pm we met back up together with everyone and
watched Tower Bridge open and let a big ship through. We even managed to get benches right
in front, giving us the perfect view.

After watching the Bridge Lift we had a difficult decision to make… dinner. We all managed to
agree that we wanted to get different things, so everyone had time to get their own food and
we met at the park not too far away from the hotel we were staying at. Once everyone had
gotten their food, we sat down on the ground in the park in order to enjoy our meals. And so,
we let the day fade out. With that great ending we decided it was time to get some wellneeded rest for the night.

30.06.2022
After the usual “delicacies” served at breakfast we took the Tube to Westminster where we
waited overexcitedly to take the city cruise to Greenwich.

At first, we sat on the top of the ship but as the wind picked up and the temperature was
dropping, we knew we had to take a seat inside. However, the voice of the captain who was so
graciously giving us a tour was unnecessarily loud, which was a little disturbing. After an hour
we finally arrived at the beautiful Greenwich. As we took a stroll around the small but cute
town, we needed something to please our palate. Once we all found something we enjoyed our
slightly overpriced food. Nevertheless, we knew we still had one thing… the most important
thing... on our agenda… buying souvenirs. To make our family happy at home we spent several
hours deciding on what we should bring them back. After everyone successfully found great
souvenirs, we slowly made our way back to the place where we agreed to meet. Then we had
the great opportunity to have some time to ourselves again. So, with all the time we had, we
decided to go back to the hotel because we all desperately needed to rest. We had the great
pleasure of being able to pick our own food again. Everyone got something different. We
enjoyed our meals in our hotel room and with that the day was already over.
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London Trip 2022 – Sixth Entry
This day would mark our last full one in London. The mornings had long since become part of the
routine by now, though that made waking up in the morning not easier for most, especially not
with the disease some contracted (which later turned out to be Corona). After having eaten
breakfast and gotten ready, the destination was clear: the British Museum.
The museum is one of the oldest public national museums worldwide and is of prestigious
renown, easily standing out from London’s other numerous museums. Like most other museums
here, it can be visited for free as well, though a single specific exhibition does admittedly come
with an entrance fee. With artefacts from every corner of the world and informative texts
distributed throughout the entirety of the enormous building, it was a joy to behold.
Notable mentions are both the coinage of Celtic Europe or the Museum’s Jade collection
showcasing the cultural and political significance of the mineral throughout China’s many
dynasties. Although we were once again given two hours to explore the halls, just like in the
National History Musuem, some extended their stay by up to two hours this time around, though
that was a voluntary choice.
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Some decided to explore the Westfield
shopping centre nearby our hotel, capable of
intimidation through its sheer size. No matter what
you are looking for, there’s a very high chance that
you can find it here. Even the biggest shopping
centres in Berlin pale in comparison to this one.
Surprinsingly though, we did not buy anything. At
least in our case, the rather high prices certainly
made us hesitant, though others were more
generous with the contents of their wallet.
For the last time, we also decided to dine
together at the behest of Mrs. Schorr and Mrs.
Wolf, settling on Nando’s. While that was a
somewhat unusual choice compared to the
restaurants we previously visited, we definitely
didn’t regret it. However and perhaps
unsurprisingly, the dishes ended up being quite
spicy, those classified as mild included. While
most didn’t mind and even added spicier sauce
to their order (with many of the orders being
marked as medium – a bold decision to say the
least), others found the classification “mild”
somewhat euphemistic, though everyone
managed just fine in the end. The remaining
time of the evening was spent preparing for the
return to Berlin with everyone going to bed
early, as we would need all the rest we could
get for tomorrow’s journey.
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